Inspection check list for PTA, 1984.

1. Name of the applicant.
2. Details of the property with survey number, Name of the property, location and village.
3. Extent of the area in which felling license is applied
4. Whether any tree falling permission under PTA, 1984 was given in the property earlier? If so when?
5. Type of existing crop in the area species wise details.
6. Total no. of existing trees in the area.
7. Number of trees required to be felled.
8. Measurements of individual tree required to be felled
9. No. of trees to be retained after felling.
10. Aspects and gradient of the area (slope %).
11. Whether there is any nallah/river/water bodies closed by if so perennial or seasonal? distance from recommended trees.
12. Aspect of soil whether prone to erosion or not after felling?
13. Whether trees asked for felling are mature/diseased/moribund/wind fallen/ top broken.
14. Whether the removal of trees asked for felling creates a gap in the existing trees crop.
15. Whether trees asked for felling constitute any danger to life or property or obstruction to the traffic.
16. Whether trees which are required to be felled are for bonafide use, for fuel fodder, agriculture implementation or for domestic use or sale.
17. Approximate quantity of Timber and firewood to be extracted.
18. Whether FCA 1980 is applicable or not.
19. Whether the survey no. is listed as Private Forest, if so state the committee.
20. Whether NOC form Communidate/temple/church is give, if the property is adjacent to it.
21. Whether the site is close to Government Forest/Private Forest (Distance from recommended tree)
22. Whether three is within Eco Sensitive Zone of Wildlife Sanctuary/ N.P